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ABSTRACT
The problem of handling both the integration and the co-
operation of a large number of semi-structured information
sources is today a challenging issue. In this context, a cen-
tral role can be played by the knowledge about the seman-
tic relationships between object classes belonging to di�er-

ent semi-structured information sources (inter-source prop-
erties). In this paper we propose a semi-automatic approach
for extracting two kinds of inter-source properties, namely
synonymies and homonymies, from di�erent semi-structured
information sources. In order to carry out the extraction
task, we introduce both a conceptual model for represent-

ing object classes belonging to semi-structured information
sources and a metrics for measuring the strength of the se-
mantic relationships between object classes belonging to the
same semi-structured information source.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivations
Nowadays, much of the existing electronic data, such as

HTML, SGML and XML documents, legacy systems and
textual documents, are \non-relational" and, as such, they
cannot be handled by database systems. Indeed, the com-
mon characteristic of all data handled by DBMS consists in
having a well de�ned structure. On the contrary, the other

forms of electronic data generally have not a precise, pre-
viously known structure and, even when this is known, it
may change frequently [1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20, 21, 22,
23]. Structured information sources, such as databases, can
be considered as a particular (and simpler) case of semi-

structured information sources. As a consequence, it ap-
pears reasonable that some of the ideas applied to handle
database schemes can be used also for semi-structured data.
Obviously they can be exploited only as leading ideas since
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the context is much more general.

An interesting idea exploited towards obtaining heteroge-
neous database interoperability consists in extracting inter-
source properties, i.e., terminological and structural proper-
ties holding between objects of di�erent schemes; these can
be exploited above all for de�ning the semantics of involved
schemes and then for integrating heterogeneous information

sources, for designing techniques for converting data, for op-
timization and querying, and so on [4, 6, 9, 16, 17, 18, 24].
These are also some of the challenging research issues for
semi-structured data [22].
In this paper we propose a semi-automatic technique for

deriving some inter-source properties between object classes

belonging to di�erent semi-structured information sources.
In particular we focus on the extraction of synonymies and
homonymies; a synonymy between two object classes C1

and C2 indicates that they represent the same concept; an
homonymy between two object classes C1 and C2, having the
same name, indicates that they represent di�erent concepts.

In order to carry out this task, we need to de�ne: (i) a new
conceptual model well suited for representing object classes
belonging to semi-structured information sources, (ii) a suit-
able metrics, based on this model, for measuring the strength
of the semantic relationships between object classes belong-

ing to the same semi-structured information source.
In this paper we assume that the semi-structured infor-

mation sources we consider are represented using the Object
Exchange Model (OEM) [1, 2, 7, 20]. In fact, this is one of
the most common models for representing semi-structured
data. Note that this is not an actual limitation, since rules

can be de�ned for obtaining the representation of other kinds
of semi-structured information sources (such as XML docu-
ments) in terms of the conceptual model we present in this
paper [19].

1.2 General characteristics of the approach
Our conceptual model is obtained by associating to each

information source S a networkNet(S), called SDR-Network
(Semantic Distance-Relevance Network). Net(S) has a node
for each class in S. Arcs in Net(S) are labeled: given an arc
from x to y, the label lxy consists of a pair [dxy; rxy], where

dxy denotes the semantic distance between x and y, i.e. the
capability of the concept associated to y to characterize the
concept associated to x, whereas rxy denotes the semantic
relevance of y w.r.t. x, i.e. the participation degree of the



concept associated to y in de�ning the concept associated

to x (see Section 3.1.4 for a formal de�nition of both the
semantic distance and the semantic relevance).
The technique for extracting synonymies and homonymies

takes in input a set of semi-structured information sources
and returns a Synonymy Dictionary SD and an Homonymy
Dictionary HD. Derived properties are fuzzy and are repre-

sented as triplets hA;B; fi, where A and B are the involved
object classes and f is a fuzzy coe�cient, in the real interval
[0; 1], expressing the plausibility of the property.
The proposed tehcnique takes some ideas from [17] where

we proposed the analysis of object neighborhoods for deriv-
ing synonymies and homonymies in database schemes. In

more detail, in order to derive the similarity between two
object classes C1 and C2, we analyze both the two object
classes and their neighborhoods. The inuence of the simi-
larity between the neighborhoods of C1 and C2 on the sim-
ilarity of C1 and C2 depends on the closeness of neighbor-
hoods; in particular the closer to C1 and C2 the neighbor-

hoods are, the strongest the inuence is. In order to formal-
ize this concept, we de�ne the i th neighborhood of a class
x, denoted by nbh(x; i), as the set of arcs in Net(S) whose
target node has a semantic distance from x greater than
or equal to i and lesser than i+ 1. A monotone decreasing
weighting succession fp(i)g is associated to neighborhoods of
x so that farthest neighborhoods will have lightest weights.
Intuitively, our approach for the detection of synonymies

and homonymies relative to two semi-structured information
sources S1 and S2 consists of the following steps:

� Constructing a set of basic similarities; these are rough
properties taking into account only lexical similarities
and the nearest neighborhoods; they are to be consid-

ered as the starting point for the extraction of \real"
properties.

� Visiting, for each pair of classes Cl 2 S1 and Cm 2 S2,
nbh(Cl; i) and nbh(Cm; i).

� Computing the similarity degree between nbh(Cl; i)
and nbh(Cm; i) as an objective function associated to
the maximumweight matching algorithm on a suitable
bipartite weighted graph de�ned from classes of both
nbh(Cl; i) and nbh(Cm; i).

� Computing the overall similarity degree of Cl and Cm
as a weighted mean of similarity degrees between the
various neighborhoods of Cl and Cm; weights are the
elements of the succession fp(i)g described above.

� Obtaining synonymies (resp., homonymies) from de-
rived similarities by taking those ones having a plau-
sibility coe�cient greater than (resp., lesser than) a
certain, dynamically computed threshold thSyn (resp.,
thHom).

1.3 Plan of the paper
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we de-

scribe the OEM model. Section 3 is devoted to present the

conceptual model and the related metrics. The derivation
of synonymies and homonymies, as well as the application
of the proposed technique to a real example case, is shown
in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we draw our conclusions.

2. THE OBJECT EXCHANGE MODEL
The Object Exchange Model (hereafter OEM) [1, 2, 7, 15,

20] is one of the most common models used for representing

semi-structured data. Data described in a semi-structured
information source are associated to objects in the OEM.
Each object has a unique object identi�er (oid) whose value
belongs to the type oid.
There are two kinds of possible objects, namely Atomic

Objects and Complex Objects. Concepts associated toAtomic

Objects are described by a single value, taken from one of
the disjoint basic atomic types, e.g., integer, real, string,
gif, html, audio, java, etc. All non-atomic objects are
Complex Objects; they are speci�ed by a set of object ref-
erences. Each object reference has the form (label, oid), in

which label describes the reference and oid speci�es the re-
ferred object. The domain of the labels is the atomic type
string.
A representation in the OEM basically consists of a la-

beled rooted graph. Each node of this graph represents an
(atomic or complex) object; each arc is associated to a ref-

erence; in particular, an arc from a node NS to a node NT

having a label l represents the reference (l; NT ) specifying
NS .
An OEM-Graph can be represented as:

hNOEM

A (S) [NOEM

C (S); AOEM(S)i

where NOEM

A (S) is the set of atomic nodes, NOEM

C (S) de-
notes the set of complex nodes and AOEM(S) indicates the
set of arcs.
An example of an OEM-Graph is illustrated in Figure 1.

Note that leaf nodes correspond to atomic objects whereas
complex objects are represented by the other nodes.

3. THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND THE
RELATED METRICS

The construction of a conceptual model and of a related

metrics for measuring semantic distances and relevances of
object classes belonging to an information source is much

more di�cult in the semi-structured than in the structured
case. As a matter of fact, the di�culties are both syntactic
and semantic.
In particular, syntactic di�culties are due to the fact

that structured information sources can be represented by
the E/R model; this is simple, complete and commonly ac-

cepted. Vice versa models for representing semi-structured
data are more complex and various [1, 2, 5, 7, 13, 14, 15,
20]; as an example, the OEM is based on concepts as graphs,
nodes, labels, arcs; these concepts are di�erent from those
characterizing the E/R model. In addition the OEM rep-
resents instances, i.e. extensional data, whereas the E/R

model represents object classes, i.e. intensional data. Since
the metrics is referred to object classes, the corresponding
conceptual model we propose must consider intensional data
and the necessity arises to derive object classes associated
to instances represented in the OEM.
Semantic di�culties arise since, in semi-structured infor-

mation sources, the various objects of the same class can be
described by di�erent properties. In other words, a prop-
erty can be present in some objects of a class whereas can
be absent from other ones. As a consequence we have the



need to take into account how often a property participates

in the de�nition of the objects of a class.

3.1 The SDR-Network
In this section we formally introduce the SDR-Network

Net(S) associated to a semi-structured information source
S.
Given a source S the associated SDR-Network Net(S) is:

Net(S) = hNSDR(S); ASDR(S)i

where NSDR(S) represents a set of nodes and ASDR(S) de-
notes a set of arcs. In more detail, each node is character-
ized by a name; each arc can be represented by a triplet

hx; y; lxyi, where x is the source, y is the target and lxy is
a label associated to the arc. lxy can be represented, in its
turn, as a pair [dxy; rxy], where both dxy and rxy belong to
the real interval [0; 1]. We call dxy the semantic distance

coe�cient; it indicates the capability of the concept associ-
ated to y to characterize the concept associated to x. We

call rxy the semantic relevance coe�cient ; it denotes the
participation degree of the concept expressed by y in the
de�nition of the concept associated to x; the precise seman-
tics of these coe�cients and their derivation are described
in Section 3.1.4.
Before illustrating how a SDR-Network can be constructed

from a corresponding OEM-Graph, it is worth pointing out
that, in an OEM-Graph, nodes represent objects whereas, in
a SDR-Network, nodes are associated to classes of objects.
Therefore, from now on, we use the term object to indicate
the object associated to an OEM node whereas we use the
term class to indicate the class of objects represented by a

SDR-Network node.
The process of constructing a SDR-Network from the cor-

responding OEM-Graph consists of four phases: (i) pre-
processing: it basically creates a modi�ed OEM-Graph where
a unique name is associated to each node; (ii) de�nition of

the SDR-Network nodes; (iii) de�nition of the SDR-Network
arcs; (iv) de�nition of labels associated to SDR-Network
arcs. In the following subsections we describe these phases
in more detail; two examples of the construction of the SDR-
Network associated to an OEM-Graph are also given.

3.1.1 The pre-processing phase
The pre-processing phase is intended to obtain a modi�ed

OEM-Graph in which each node has an associated name.

Generally, the name associated to each node is inherited
from the label of the arc which the considered node is target
of. However two particular cases must be considered:

1. If an atomic node t exists being the target of more

than one arc, the pre-processing phase creates a new
target node ti for each arc ai incident onto t; the name
of ti is inherited from the label of ai.

2. If a complex node t exists being the target of more than
one arc and some of these have di�erent labels, the
necessity arises to determine what are the signi�cant

roles associated to t; this task is carried out with the
support of human experts, which must decide if either
the involved labels have the same meaning or one has
a more speci�c meaning than the other or they have

di�erent meanings. In the �rst case only one node is

maintained and the user must choose the label which
best characterizes it; in the second and in the third
case the user must choose if either the node must be
duplicated (in which case names associated to obtained
nodes are inherited from the corresponding labels) or
if only one node must be maintained (in which case the

user must choose, as the name of the node, the label
which best characterizes it).

In the following we assume that, when referring to an
OEM-Graph, we intend the OEM-Graph modi�ed by the
pre-processing phase.

3.1.2 Definition of the SDR-Network nodes
The set NSDR(S) of nodes in the SDR-Network is actually

composed by the union of two sets of nodes:

NSDR(S) = NSDR

C (S) [NSDR

A (S)

NSDR

C (S) is the set of nodes in the SDR-Network derived
from complex nodes in the OEM-Graph. In particular, for
each set of complex nodes in the OEM-Graph having the
same name M , a node of NSDR

C (S) is associated to them

whose name is M . Nodes belonging to NSDR

C (S) constitute
the set of complex nodes of Net(S).
NSDR

A (S) is the set of nodes in the SDR-Network derived
from atomic nodes in the OEM-Graph. In particular, for
each set of atomic nodes in the OEM-Graph such that they
have the same name M and there does not exist a com-

plex node in the OEM-Graph whose name is M , a node of
NSDR

A (S), named M , is associated to them. Nodes belong-
ing to NSDR

A (S) form the set of atomic nodes of Net(S).

3.1.3 Definition of the SDR-Network arcs
Before introducing rules for obtaining SDR-Network arcs

from the corresponding OEM-Graph, the following de�ni-
tions are needed.

De�nition 1. An OEM-arc is an arc in an OEM-Graph.
It can be represented by a triplet hS; T; Li, where S is the

source node, T is the target node and L is the corresponding
label. A SDR-arc is an arc in a SDR-Network. It can be
represented by a triplet hS; T; Li, where S is the source node,
T is the target node and L is the corresponding label. 2

De�nition 2. Let GOEM be an OEM-Graph and NetSDR
be the corresponding SDR-Network. Let NG be a node
of GOEM . The SDR-Corr-Node of NG is the node NN of
NetSDR corresponding to NG. The OEM-Corr-NodeSet of

NN is the set of nodes of GOEM which NN is derived from.
2

A function SDR-Corr-Node(NG) is de�ned, which takes
in input a node NG of an OEM-Graph and yields in output
the SDR-Corr-Node NN of NG. A function OEM -Corr-
NodeSet(NN ) is de�ned, which takes in input a node NN of

a SDR-Network and returns the OEM-Corr-NodeSet NSG
of NN .

We are now able to de�ne the rules for obtaining arcs of
a SDR-Network from the corresponding OEM-Graph. In
particular, all the OEM-arcs hSi; Ti; Li such that, for each
i, the SDR-Corr-Node of Si is a unique node NS and the



SDR-Corr-Node of Ti is a unique node NT , are represented

by an arc from NS to NT . Note that an OEM-arc hS; T; Li
such that the SDR-Corr-Node of S is equal to the SDR-
Corr-Node of T produces a cyclic arc in the SDR-Network.

3.1.4 Definition of labels associated to arcs of the
SDR-Network

Let NetSDR be a SDR-Network and let hS; T; Li be one
of its SDR-arcs. We have seen that the label L can be rep-

resented by a pair of values [dST ; rST ], where dST is the
semantic distance coe�cient and rST is the semantic rele-
vance coe�cient.
In order to compute dST and rST from the nodes, the arcs

and the labels associated to the corresponding OEM-Graph,

we must �rst de�ne the following sets of nodes: (i) NSS
denotes the OEM-Corr-NodeSet of S; (ii) NST indicates
the OEM-Corr-NodeSet of T ; (iii) RNSS;T represents the
set of nodes ni such that, for each i, ni 2 NSS and there
exists at least one node q 2 NST such that an OEM-arc
hni; q; lniqi is present in the corresponding OEM-Graph.

We are now able to formally de�ne dST and rST . In partic-
ular, as for the semantic distance coe�cient, we have:

dST =

P
ni2RNSS;T

(ni; T )

jRNSS;T j
; where

(ni; T ) =

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

0 if 9hni; p; lnipi such that p 2 NST ,
p is an atomic node and
6 9hni; q; lniqi such that q 2 NST ,
q 6= p

0:5 if 9hni; p; lnipi and 9hni; q; lniqi
such that p; q 2 NST ; p 6= q and
p; q are atomic nodes and
6 9hni; r; lniri such that r 2 NST ,
r is a complex node

1 if 9hni; p; lnipi such that p 2 NST
and p is a complex node

The reasoning underlying the de�nition of dST is as fol-
lows: an atomic OEM-node de�nes directly the concept
associated to the corresponding atomic object; a complex

OEM-node de�nes the concept associated to the correspond-
ing object by means of the set of its references. Thus, given
an OEM-node NO (belonging to RNSS;T ), an atomic OEM-
nodeN 0

O (belonging toNST and connected toNO) is seman-
tically closer to NO than a complex OEM-node N 00

O (belong-
ing to NST and connected to NO) because it does not need

the support of further nodes for de�ning a property of NO.
Moreover, if two or more atomic OEM-nodes with the same
name are linked to the same OEM-node NO, we can con-
clude that one of them alone is not enough to completely
specify a given property of NO whereas they, as a whole,
do specify this property. In this case the semantic distance

between each of these atomic nodes and NO is intermediate
w.r.t. the distances de�ned above.
As far as the semantic relevance coe�cient is concerned, we
have:

rST =
jRNSS;T j

jNSS j

Figure 1: The OEM-Graph of a Cardiology Division

of an hospital

This formula directly derives from the de�nition of the
semantic relevance of T w.r.t. S as the participation de-
gree of the concept associated to T in de�ning the concept
associated to S.

3.1.5 Examples
Consider the OEM-Graph shown in Figure 1, relative to

a Cardiology Division of an hospital, and the corresponding

SDR-Network shown in Figure 2 (example taken from [6]).
The following considerations can be drawn:

� All nodes of the OEM-Graph having an incident arc
with label Patient are represented, in the correspond-
ing SDR-Network, by a unique node having name Pa-
tient. The same reasoning has been applied for ob-
taining both nodes Physician, Exam and Nurse of
the SDR-Network as well as those nodes of the SDR-

Network derived from atomic nodes of the OEM-Graph.

� The SDR-arc between nodes Patient and Physician

corresponds to all OEM-arcs hSi; Ti; Li such that, for
each i, the SDR-Corr-Node of Si is the node Patient
and the SDR-Corr-Node of Ti is the node Physician.
In the same way all the other SDR-arcs are obtained.

� dPatient;Physician is 1 since (i) NSPatient is composed
by three nodes, (ii) NSPhysician is composed by one
node, (iii) RNSPatient;Physician is composed by the
unique node np of NSPatient linked by an arc to the
unique node belonging to NSPhysician, (iv) the value

of (np; Physician) is 1 since the node belonging to
NSPhysician is complex. All the other semantic dis-
tance coe�cients are obtained in the same way.

� For the computation of rPatient;Physician we observe
that jRNSPatient;Physicianj = 1, jNSPatientj = 3, there-
fore rPatient;Physician = 0:33. rPhysician;Patient = 1

because jRNSPhysician;Patientj = 1 and jNSPhysicianj =
1. It is worth pointing out that rPatient;Physician 6=
rPhysician;Patient. An analogous reasoning allows to
obtain all the other semantic relevance coe�cients.



Figure 2: The SDR-Network corresponding to the

OEM-Graph of Figure 1

As a further example of the construction of the SDR-
Network from an OEM-Graph consider the OEM-Graph
shown in Figure 3, relative to a Restaurant Guide (this ex-
ample has been derived from [1, 2]), and the corresponding
SDR-Network depicted in Figure 4.

The following considerations can be drawn:

� In the OEM-Graph there are two arcs having the same
label Price being incident on the same target atomic
node; in this case, during the pre-processing phase, the
target node is duplicated and both nodes have name

Price.

� In the OEM-Graph there are some nodes which are
the target nodes of arcs having both Restaurant and
Nearby as labels. In this case, during the pre-processing

phase, the intervention of a human expert is required;
this determines that the two labels have di�erent mean-
ings; however he judges that there is no necessity to
duplicate the corresponding nodes since Nearby rep-
resents a relationship between two objects and not a
concept of its own. Therefore the name Restaurant is

associated to these nodes.

� After the pre-processing phase, in the OEM-Graph,
there is a set of atomic nodes such that (i) they have
the same name Address and (ii) in the OEM-Graph
a complex node NC exists whose name is Address. In

this situation, in the SDR-Network, all these atomic
nodes are represented by SDR-Corr-Node(NC ).

3.2 Definition of the metrics
We are now in the position of establishing our metrics for

measuring the semantic distance and the semantic relevance
between two classes C and C0 within an Information Source

Figure 3: The OEM-Graph of a Restaurant Guide

Figure 4: The SDR-Network corresponding to the

OEM-Graph of Figure 3

S. Before describing our metrics we must introduce the
following support functions:

� ClassOf(N) ! C, which takes in input a node N of
the SDR-Network Net(S) associated to an informa-
tion source S and yields in output the class C of S

corresponding to N ;

� NodeOf(C)! N , which takes in input a class C of an
information source S and yields in output the node N
of the associated SDR-Network Net(S) corresponding
to C.

Now, consider the following de�nitions:

De�nition 3. De�ne the Path Semantic Distance of a path
P in Net(S) (denoted by PSDP ) as the sum of the semantic
distance coe�cients associated to the arcs constituting the
path. De�ne the Path Semantic Relevance of a path P in
Net(S) (denoted by PSRP ) as the product of the semantic
relevance coe�cients associated to the arcs constituting the

path. 2



De�nition 4. The D Shortest Path between two nodes N

and N 0 in Net(S) (denoted by bN;N 0c) is the path hav-
ing the minimum Path Semantic Distance among the paths
connecting N and N 0. If more than one path exists having
the same minimum Path Semantic Distance, one of those
having the maximum Path Semantic Relevance is chosen.
De�ne the CD Shortest Path (Conditional D Shortest Path)

between two nodes N andN 0 inNet(S) and including an arc
A (denoted by bN;N 0cA) as the path having the minimum
Path Semantic Distance among those connecting N and N 0

and including A. If more than one path exists having the
same minimumPath Semantic Distance, one of those having
the maximum Path Semantic Relevance is chosen. 2

De�nition 5. De�ne a D Pathn as a path P in Net(S)
such that n � PSDP < n+ 1. 2

De�nition 6. De�ne the i th neighborhood of a class x as:

nbh(x; i) = fAjA 2 ASDR(S); A = hz; y; lzyi;

bNodeOf(x); ycA is a D Pathi; NodeOf(x) 6= y;

(8j < i)(A 62 nbh(x; j))g i � 0

2

Thus, an arc hz; y; lzyi belongs to nbh(x; i) if it does not
belong to any neighborhood lesser than i and there exists a
CD Shortest Path from NodeOf(x) to y including hz; y; lzyi
which is a D Pathi. Note that the possibility exists that

NodeOf(x) = z.

Proposition 3.1. Let x be a class. Then, for each i > 0,
nbh(x; i) = ; implies that ((8j > i)(nbh(x; j) = ;)).

Proof. Immediate from the de�nitions of neighborhood
and of D Pathi and by noting that the semantic distance
coe�cient associated to an arc is lesser than or equal to
1.

Proposition 3.2. Let x be a class and let i > 0 be the

maximum integer such that nbh(x; i) 6= ;;
then

S
0�j�(k�1)

nbh(x; j) �
S

0�j�k
nbh(x; j) for each k

such that 0 < k � i.

Proof. Immediate from Proposition 3.1 and by noting
that an arc belongs to nbh(x; i) only if it does not belong to
nbh(x; j) for all j < i.

3.2.1 Example
Consider the node Exam of the SDR-Network shown in

Figure 21. We have that:

nbh(Exam; 0) = fhExam;Date; [0; 1]i;
hExam; Type; [0; 1]i; hExam;Outcome; [0; 1]ig

Indeed the �rst arc belongs to nbh(Exam; 0) because

bExam;DatechExam;Date;[0;1]i is a D Path0 and Exam 6=
Date. An analogous reasoning can be done for the other
two arcs.

1As stated above, there is a complete correspondence be-
tween a class of an information source S and a node of
Net(S); therefore, in order to simplify the notation, we use
the same name (e.g., Exam) for indicating the class and the
SDR-Network node corresponding to this class.

nbh(Exam; 1) = fhExam;Patient; [1; 1]i;
hPatient; Therapy; [0; 0:33]i; hPatient; Bed; [0; 1]i;
hPatient; Room; [0; 1]i; hPatient; Address; [0:17; 1]i;
hPatient;Name; [0; 1]ig

Indeed the arc A = hPatient; Therapy; [0; 0:33]i belongs to
nbh(Exam; 1) because bExam;TherapycA is a D Path1,
Exam 6= Therapy and A does not belong to nbh(Exam; 0).
The other arcs of nbh(Exam; 1) are obtained by an analo-
gous reasoning. Finally the other non-empty neighborhoods

of Exam are:

nbh(Exam; 2) = fhPatient; Physician; [1; 0:33]i;
hPhysician; Special; [0; 1]i; hPhysician;Phone; [0; 1]i;
hPhysician;Name; [0; 1]i; hPhysician;Address; [0; 1]i;
hPatient;Nurse; [1; 0:33]i; hNurse;Level; [0; 1]i;
hNurse;Name; [0; 1]i; hNurse;Address; [0; 1]ig

nbh(Exam; 3) = fhPhysician;Patient; [1; 1]i;
hNurse; Patient; [1; 1]ig

4. EXTRACTING SYNONYMIES AND
HOMONYMIES

The process of extracting synonymies and homonymies
between object classes belonging to semi-structured infor-

mation sources takes in input both involved information
sources (represented by the corresponding SDR-Networks)
and some lexical synonymies between names stored in a Lex-
ical Synonymy Property Dictionary LSPD. Lexical proper-
ties can be easily derived from a standard thesaurus (such
as Wordnet); however, in order to obtain more precise re-

sults, we have associated a plausibility coe�cient to each
lexical property. In particular, domain experts are assumed
to de�ne the plausibility coe�cient for each interesting lexi-
cal synonymy and, in order to obtain a high objectivity, the
same coe�cient is asked to more experts and the mean value

is assumed.
In order to take into account the presence of errors oc-

curred in the de�nition of plausibility properties we have
conducted a sensitivity analysis based on varying the val-
ues speci�ed for lexical similarities. The analysis has shown
that, if errors are reasonable and do not involve most co-

e�cients, the results yielded by our technique are not sig-
ni�cantly inuenced. Lexical properties are represented as
triplets of the form hA;B; fi, where A and B are class names
and f 2 [0; 1] indicates the plausibility of the property. Here
and in the following we assume that two information sources
S1 and S2 are given; the functions illustrated below have S1,

S2 and LSPD as implicit parameters.
The extraction of synonymies and homonymies can be

carried out in two phases: the �rst phase derives the so
called basic similarities which are rough properties taking
into account only lexical similarities and the nearest neigh-
borhoods; they are to be considered as the starting point

for the extraction of \real" properties; this last operation is
carried out by the second phase of our approach. The two
phases are described in the next two subsections.

4.1 Phase 1: Derivation of basic similarities
This phase derives some basic similarities; these denote

similitudes between information source classes; they are rep-
resented by triplets of the form hC1; C2; fi, where C1 and
C2 are the classes into consideration and f is a coe�cient, in



the real interval [0; 1], denoting the plausibility of the prop-

erty; all basic similarities are stored in a Basic Similarity

Dictionary (BSD).
Before describing how the BSD is obtained we must in-

troduce the following support functions:

� AN Set(N): it takes in input a node N of a SDR-

Network Net(S) and returns the set of atomic nodes
connected to N by an outgoing arc;

� C AN Set(N1; N2): it is a boolean function which
takes in input two nodes N1 and N2 of a SDR-Network
Net(S) and returns true if both the conditions

(AN Set(N1) 6= ;) and (AN Set(N2) 6= ;) are veri-
�ed, false otherwise.

The derivation of BSD is carried out by the function �.

For each pair of classes C1 2 S1 and C2 2 S2, the function
� returns a tuple hC1; C2; gC1C2i, where gC1C2 is a weighted
mean of values returned by functions �l, taking into ac-
count lexical similarities, and �m, taking into consideration
the similarity of the sets of atomic nodes directly connected

to NodeOf(C1) in Net(S1) and NodeOf(C2) in Net(S2).
More formally we have:

BSD = �() = fhC1; C2; gC1C2i j N1 = NodeOf(C1);

N2 = NodeOf(C2);

gC1C2 = �lm(N1; N2)� �l(N1; N2)+

(1� �lm(N1; N2))� �m(N1; N2)g

4.1.1 Function �lm.
The function �lm(N1; N2) takes in input two nodes N1 2

Net(S1) and N2 2 Net(S2) and returns a value which is

used to weigh the results obtained by functions �l and �m.
The returned value depends on the presence of a lexical syn-
onymy between the names of N1 and N2

2 and on the exis-
tence of atomic nodes directly connected to both N1 and
N2. In particular �lm can be de�ned as follows:

�lm(N1;N2) =

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

0 if hName(N1);Name(N2); fN1N2
i

62 LSPD and C AN Set(N1;N2)
returns true

0:5 if hName(N1);Name(N2); fN1N2
i

2 LSPD and C AN Set(N1;N2)
returns true

1 if C AN Set(N1;N2) returns false

Note that if either N1 or N2 are atomic nodes then
C AN Set(N1; N2) returns false and the basic similarity as-

sociated to N1 and N2 is a function of the lexical similarity
alone.

4.1.2 Function �l.
The function �l(N1; N2) takes in input two nodes N1 2

Net(S1) andN2 2 Net(S2) and returns a real value denoting
the lexical synonymy between names of N1 and N2. The
function can be encoded as follows:

�l(N1;N2) =

8<
:

gN1N2
if hName(N1); Name(N2); gN1N2

i
2 LSPD

0 otherwise

2We suppose that the name of a node N is that associated
to the corresponding class.

4.1.3 Function �m.
The function �m(N1; N2) takes in input two nodes N1 2

Net(S1) and N2 2 Net(S2) and returns a value denoting

the similarity between AN Set(N1) and AN Set(N2). In
order to carry out this task, we de�ne a weighted bipar-
tite graph G(N1; N2) = (U [ V; E); the plausibility coef-
�cient computed for the pair (N1; N2) is obtained from a
suitable objective function associated with the maximum
weight matching computed over G(N1; N2).

The computation of the objective function must take into
account, for each pair of nodes ui 2 U , vj 2 V , both the sim-
ilarity coe�cients between ui and vj as well as the semantic
relevance of ui (resp., vj) w.r.t. N1 (resp., N2).
The function �m can be encoded as follows:

�m(N1; N2) =  (LSPD; �(� (N1; S1); �(N2; S2)))

4.1.4 Function � .
The function � (N;S) takes in input a node N and the cor-

responding information source S and returns a set of pairs

(Ni; ri) such that Ni 2 AN Set(N) and ri is the semantic
relevance coe�cient associated to the arc connecting N to
Ni. The function can be formalized as:

�(N;S) = f(Ni; ri) j Ni 2 AN Set(N)^

hN;Ni; [di; ri]i 2 A
SDR(S)g

4.1.5 Function �.
The function �(PS1; PS2) takes in input two sets of pairs

PS1 = f(N11 ; r11); : : : ; (N1p ; r1p)g and PS2 = f(N21 ; r21);
: : : ; (N2q ; r2q )g. � must modify either PS1 or PS2 in such a

way that they have the same cardinality; this task is carried
out by adding some �ctitious pairs to the set having the
lesser number of pairs. In particular, if p < q, � adds to
PS1 the set of q�p �ctitious pairs f(N1p+1 ; 0); : : : ; (N1q ; 0)g;
vice versa, if q < p, � adds to PS2 the set of p� q �ctitious
pairs f(N2q+1 ; 0); : : : ; (N2p ; 0)g. Obviously names assigned

to �ctitious nodes are not signi�cant so that no tuple of
LSPD can refer them.

4.1.6 Function  .
The function  (T; PS1; PS2) returns a factor obtained

from computing a suitable objective function of a maximum
weight matching, as explained next. The input here are:
(i) a set T of triplets denoting similarities between classes;

(ii) two sets of pairs PS1 = f(N11 ; r11); : : : ; (N1p ; r1p)g
and PS2 = f(N21 ; r21); : : : ; (N2p ; r2p)g, as returned by the
function �. The output is a value in the real interval [0; 1].
First  constructs a suitable bipartite graph BG = (U [

V;E) where:

� U is a set of nodes; a node ui 2 U corresponds to the
node N1i of a pair (N1i ; r1i) 2 PS1.

� V is a set of nodes; a node vj 2 V corresponds to the
node N2j of a pair (N2j ; r2j ) 2 PS2.

� E is a set of edges; in particular, there is an edge for

each pair (ui; vj), ui 2 U and vj 2 V . Each edge has
a label lij = [sij ; rij ]; here sij = f if
hName(ui); Name(vj); fi 2 T , 0 otherwise; rij = 0:5�
r1i + 0:5� r2j .



Figure 5: The SDR-Network of the ESF information

source

The maximum weight matching for BG is a set E0 �
E of edges such that for each node x 2 (U [ V ) there
is exactly one edge of E0 incident onto x and �(E0) =
P

hui;vj ;[sij ;rij ]i2E
0 (sij�rij)

P
hui;vj ;[sij ;rij ]i2E

0 rij
is maximum; we assume that ifP

hui;vj ;[sij ;rij ]i2E
0 rij = 0 then �(E0) = 0 (for algorithms

solving maximum weight matching see [11]). The value re-
turned by  , i.e. the objective function we have associated
to the matching, is exactly �(E0).
The formula for �(E0) is based on the reasoning that,

given two neighborhoods of two classes C1 and C2, the simil-
itude of classes C1i , belonging to the neighborhood of C1,

and C2j , belonging to the neighborhood of C2, contributes
in the computation of the similitude of C1 and C2 in a way
that depends on the semantic relevance of C1i w.r.t. C1 and
C2j w.r.t. C2.
The example we present next should help reader's intu-

ition about the behaviour of the presented technique.

4.1.7 A real example case
This example is derived from a series of tests we are car-

rying out on information sources of Italian Central Gov-

ernmental O�ces (ICGO). In this section we consider two
of them, namely that storing information about European
Social Funds (hereafter ESF ) and that storing data on Eu-
ropean Community Projects (hereafter ECP ); the corre-
sponding SDR-Networks are shown in Figures 5 and 6. In
these �gures a dotted node having label A is used to in-

dicate that the arc incident onto A must be considered as
incident onto the corresponding solid node having the same
name. The adoption of this notation is motivated by layout
reasons.

Figure 6: The SDR-Network of the ECP informa-

tion source

First we have constructed the LSPD for class names be-
longing to ESF and ECP ; it is shown in Table 13.
At the beginning BSD is constructed by calling �(); due

to space limitations we show how �() operates just on the

pair of classes Judicial Person of ESF and Partner of ECP .
The similarity coe�cient associated to this pair is:

gJudicialPerson;Partner =
�lm(JudicialPerson; Partner)�
�l(JudicialPerson; Partner)+
(1� �lm(JudicialPerson; Partner))�
�m(JudicialPerson; Partner)

Since hJudicialPerson; Partner; fi 62 LSPD and

C AN Set(JudicialPerson; Partner) returns true,
�lm(JudicialPerson; Partner) = 0. We must now compute
�m(JudicialPerson; Partner).

�m(JudicialPerson;Partner) =
 (LSPD; �(�(JudicialPerson;ESF ); �(Partner;ECP )))

Here:

�(JudicialPerson;ESF ) = f(Code; 1); (Address; 1);
(BranchNumber; 0:4); (CurrentAccountNumber;0:8)g

�(Partner;ECP ) = f(Code; 1); (Address; 1); (City; 0:6);
(Nationality; 0:22)g

Since the cardinality of �(JudicialPerson;ESF ) is the
same as that of �(Partner;ECP ), the function � must not
add any �ctitious node.
The function  �rst constructs a suitable bipartite graph

and computes the maximum weight matching relative to it.

In particular, selected edges are:

3We assume that if two classes A and B exist in ESF and
ECP such that Name(A) = Name(B) = N , a triplet
hN;N; 1i exists in the LSPD. Moreover, we assume that
if the triplet hC;D; fi belongs to LSPD, also hD;C; fi be-
longs to LSPD.



Table 1: The LSPD associated to ESF and ECP

First Object Second Object Col1 First Object Second Object Col1

Ending Date Date 0.8 Starting Date Date 0.8
Number Code 0.8 Branch Number Bank 0.75

Country Nationality 0.84

hCode; Code; [1; 1]i, hAddress;Address; [1; 1]i,
hBranchNumber; City; [0; 0:5]i,
hCurrentAccountNumber;Nationality; [0; 0:51]i.

Note that the last two edges of the matching have a weigh-
ing factor equal to 0 since the similarity between Branch-

Number and City as well as that between CurrentAccount-

Number and Nationality are 0; however, in the computation

of �(E0), we take into account the corresponding relevance
coe�cient.
Now, �(E0) = 1+1+0+0

1+1+0:5+0:51
= 0:66. As a consequence:

gJudicialPerson;Partner =
 (LSPD; �(�(JudicialPerson;ESF ); �(Partner;ECP )) =
0:66.

Col1 of Table 2 illustrates plausibility factors associated to
some basic class similarities; in particular it shows all those

whose participants are both complex nodes, plus some of
those involving at least one atomic node.

4.2 Phase 2: Derivation of synonymies and
homonymies

This phase takes the BSD derived by Phase 1 in input
and detects synonymies and homonymies between classes of
involved information sources.
Let S1 and S2 be two semi-structured information sources.

Let C1 (resp., C2) be a class of S1 (resp., S2). We check the

synonymy (resp., the homonymy) of C1 and C2 by com-
puting a similarity factor f associated to C1 and C2 and by
comparing it with a suitable, dynamically computed, thresh-
old thSyn (resp., thHom). If f is greater than thSyn (resp.,
smaller than thHom) a synonymy (resp., an homonymy) is

recognized for C1 and C2.
At the heart of our method for detecting similarity triplets

hC1; C2; fi, there is a �xpoint computation �1 over the
SDR-Networks Net(S1) and Net(S2) associated to S1 and
S2. The �xpoint computation starts with the base set of
triplets stored in the BSD.

At the generic step i of the computation, the i th neigh-
borhoods of each pair of classes C1 2 S1 and C2 2 S2 are
analyzed and their similarity coe�cient is established using
a maximum weight matching algorithm. This is exploited
to re�ne the coe�cient f associated with the similarity be-
tween C1 and C2 up to step i�1. The established similarity

between nbh(C1; i) and nbh(C2; i) re�nes f in a way that is
inversely proportional to i. Indeed, a decreasing succession
fp(i)g of factors is introduced to \weigh" the similarity fac-
tor obtained for nbh(C1; i) and nbh(C2; i) against the value
of i.
The set of signi�cant synonymies between classes belong-

ing to involved information sources is computed by the func-
tion �Syn and is stored in the Synonymy Dictionary SD.
�Syn takes in input a set of class similarities, as provided
by the computation of the �xpoint of a suitable function

�, and selects only those having a plausibility coe�cient
greater than thSyn.

SD = �Syn(�
1(BSD)), where

�Syn(T ) = fhC1; C2; fC1C2i j hC1; C2; fC1C2i 2
T;C1 2 S1; C2 2 S2; fC1C2 > thSyn(T )g

Here the threshold thSyn(T ) is obtained as thSyn(T ) =
max

�
fmax � �Syn; th

Syn

m

�
, where (i) fmax represents the

maximum value of the plausibility factors associated to the
tuples of T ; (ii) �Syn is a tuning coe�cient belonging to
the real interval [0; 1]; (iii) thSynm is a minimum acceptable
value for the plausibility similarity coe�cient. We have ex-

perimentally set �Syn = 0:85 and thSynm = 0:50.
In an analogous way the Homonymy Dictionary HD (i.e.,

the set of signi�cant homonymies between classes belonging
to involved sources) can be de�ned:

HD = �Hom(�
1(BSD)), where

�Hom(T ) = fhC1; C2; 1�fC1C2i j hC1; C2; fC1C2i 2
T;Name(C1) = Name(C2); C1 2 S1;
C2 2 S2; fC1C2 < thHom(T )g

Here the threshold thHom(T ) is obtained as thHom(T ) =
min

�
fmax � �Hom; th

Hom

M

�
, where the meaning of fmax and

�Hom is as above, whereas thHomM is a maximum accept-
able value for similarity coe�cients, which the correspond-

ing homonymy coe�cients are derived from. The optimal
values for �Hom and thHomM have been experimentally set to
0.33 and 0.27, resp.

4.2.1 The fixpoint computation �1.
By �1 we indicate a �xpoint computation; each step of

the computation takes a triplet set T as its input and re-
turns it modi�ed by updating the similarity coe�cients of
the triplets of T . The �xpoint computation �1 is de�ned

as follows:�
�0(T ) = T

�i(T ) = �(�i�1(T ); i� 1) for i > 0

Now, for any information source S, let K(S) be the mini-
mum integer such that K(S) > 0 and
(8x 2 S)(nbh(x;K(S)) = ;). By Propositions 3.1 and 3.2,
K(S) � jASDR(S)j+ 1. Therefore we have:

Proposition 4.1. �1(T ) = �K(T ), where

K = max(K(S1); K(S2))

Proof. Immediate.

The base functor � of the �xpoint computation �1 takes

a set of triplets and an integer as its inputs and returns a
set of triplets, as follows:

�(T; i) = fhC1; C2; 'p(T; i; f; C1; C2)i j
hC1; C2; fi 2 Tg



Table 2: Similarities derived between some classes belonging to ESF and ECP

First Object Second Object Col1 Col2 First Object Second Object Col1 Col2

Judicial Person Partner 0.66 0.59 Judicial Person Project 0 0.05
Judicial Person Payment 0.28 0.30 Judicial Person Promoter 0.51 0.47
Judicial Person ECP 0 0.04 Project ECP 0 0.02

Project Partner 0.11 0.14 Project Project 0.82 0.63
Project Payment 0.15 0.18 Project Promoter 0.10 0.14

Operative Program Partner 0.10 0.13 Operative Program Project 0.48 0.51
Operative Program Payment 0.11 0.16 Operative Program Promoter 0 0.02
Operative Program ECP 0 0.04 Payment ECP 0 0.07

Payment Partner 0 0.03 Payment Project 0 0.06
Payment Payment 0.90 0.65 Payment Promoter 0.23 0.25

Ministry Partner 0.29 0.32 Ministry Project 0 0.04
Ministry Payment 0.14 0.17 Ministry Promoter 0.26 0.22
Ministry ECP 0 0.04 ESF ECP 0 0.30
ESF Partner 0 0.06 ESF Project 0 0.03
ESF Payment 0 0.04 ESF Promoter 0 0.06

Address Partner 0 0 Date Project 0 0

Project Country 0 0 Ministry Year 0 0

4.2.2 Function 'p.
Function 'p(T; i; f; C1; C2) returns the re�ned value of the

plausibility coe�cient for C1 and C2 and is de�ned as fol-
lows:
'p(T; i; f; C1; C2) =�
p(i)� #(T;C1; C2; i) + [1� p(i)]� f if #(T;C1; C2; i) 6= 0
f otherwise

where:

� fp(i)g is the succession of factors used to take into
account distances between classes and their neighbor-
hoods; the succession fp(i)g is monotone decreasing

since farther classes inuence the similarity of C1 and
C2 less than closer classes.

Some interesting forms for fp(i)g are the inverse poly-

nomial
�
p(i) = 1

(i+1)k
; k � 1

�
and the inverse expo-

nential
�
p(i) = 1

2i

�
.

� # measures the similarity between the i th neighbor-
hood of C1 and the i th neighborhhod of C2.

4.2.3 Function #.
#(T;C1; C2; i) computes the similarity of nbh(C1; i) and

nbh(C2; i). The similarity factor derives from an objec-

tive function associated to the maximum weight matching
on a suitable bipartite graph obtained from the classes of
nbh(C1; i) and nbh(C2; i). Therefore # can be de�ned as
follows:

#(T;C1; C2; i) =  (T; �(� 0(C1; i); �
0(C2; i)))

Functions  and � have been de�ned in Section 4.1.

4.2.4 Function � 0.
Function � 0(C; i) takes in input a class C and an integer i

and returns a set of pairs (Nj ; rj) such that Nj is the target
node of an arc belonging to nbh(C; i) and rj represents the
semantic relevance of ClassOf(Nj) w.r.t. C. In particular,
the function � 0 can be encoded as follows:

� 0(C; i) = f(Nj ; rj) j hNk; Nj ; [dkj ; rkj ]i 2 nbh(C; i);

rj = rkj � %(bNodeOf(C); Nkc)g

4.2.5 Function %.
Function %(P ) takes in input a path P and computes the

PSRP (see De�nition 3), i.e., the Path Semantic Relevance
of P .

4.2.6 A real example case (...continues)
We illustrate now the construction of the Synonymy Dic-

tionary SD and of the Homonymy Dictionary HD relative
to ESF and ECP . At �rst we must compute �1(BSD).
In particular, we have:

�0(BSD) = BSD;

�1(BSD) = �(�0(BSD); 0) = �(BSD; 0) =

fC1; C2; 'p(BSD; 0; f; C1; C2) j hC1; C2; fi 2 BSDg

As for Judicial Person (hereafter JP ) and Partner (here-
after Pa), the BSD stores the tuple hJP; Pa; 0:66i (see Sec-
tion 4.1.7). Therefore 'p(BSD; 0; 0:66; JP; Pa) = p(0) �
#(BSD; JP; Pa; 0) + [1 � p(0)] � 0:66. Here and in the fol-
lowing, we will adopt the quadratic decreasing function for

p(i), that is: p(i) = 1

(i+1)2
.

Now, #(BSD; JP; Pa; 0) =  (BSD; �(� 0(JP; 0); � 0(Pa; 0))).
�
0(JP; 0) = f(Code; 1); (Address; 1); (BranchNumber; 0:4);

(CurrentAccountNumber; 0:8)g

�
0(Pa; 0) = f(Code; 1); (Address; 1); (City; 0:6);

(Nationality; 0:22)g

Since the cardinality of � 0(JP; 0) is the same as that of
� 0(Pa; 0), the function � must not add any �ctitious node4.
The function  �rst constructs a suitable bipartite graph
and then computes the maximum weight matching relative

4Observe that the pairs given in input to � are the same
pairs provided in input to the function � called during the
computation of BSD (see Section 4.1.7); it is worth point-
ing out that this is not a general rule.



to it. In particular, selected edges are hCode; Code; [1; 1]i,
hAddress;Address; [1; 1]i, hBranch Number; City; [0; 0:5]i,
hCurrentAccountNumber;Nationality; [0; 0:51]i.
Now, �(E0) = 1+1+0+0

1+1+0:5+0:51
= 0:66. As a consequence:

'p(BSD; 0; 0:66; JP; Pa) = #(BSD; JP; Pa; 0) =

 (BSD; �(� 0(JP; 0); � 0(Pa; 0)) = 0:66.
We continue with the �xpoint computation by considering
�2(BSD) = �(�1(BSD); 1). For the considered classes we
have: 'p(�

1(BSD); 1; 0:66; JP; Pa) =
p(1)� #(�1(BSD); JP; Pa; 1) + [1� p(1)]� 0:66.

Now, #(�1(BSD); JP; Pa; 1) =
 (�1(BSD); �(� 0(JP; 1); � 0(Pa; 1))).
�
0(JP; 1) = f(Project;0:95); (Economic F ield; 0:24);

(Type; 0:86); (Duration; 0:95);
(Country; 0:95); (ESF Contribution; 0:71);
(Country Share;0:86); (Description;0:95);
(Code; 0:95); (Y ear; 0:76); (Operative Program; 1);
(ESF Contribution; 0:6); (Country; 1);
(Ending Date; 1); (Starting Date; 1);
(Regulation; 0:18); (Economic F ield; 0:45);
(Dossier Number; 1); (Description;1);
(Country Share;0:9)g

�
0(Pa; 1) = f(Project; 1); (Country; 1); (Dossier Number; 0:2);

(Type; 0:6); (ESF Contribution; 0:8);
(Country Share;1); (Public Funds; 0:9);
(Private Funds;1); (Duration; 1)

By calling functions � and  , we obtain
#(�1(BSD); JP; Pa; 1) = 0:42; therefore
'p(�

1(BSD); 1; 0:66; JP; Pa) = 0:25 � 0:42 + 0:75 � 0:66 =
0:60.

Analogously �3(BSD) = �(�2(BSD); 2). For the consid-
ered classes, the plausibility factor is
'p(�

2(BSD); 2; 0:60; JP; Pa) =
p(2)� #(�2(BSD); JP; Pa; 2) + [1� p(2)]� 0:60 =
0:11 � 0:60 + 0:89� 0:60 = 0:60.

The computation of �4(BSD) causes a factor

'p(�
3(BSD); 3; 0:60; JP; Pa) = 0:06 � 0:48 + 0:94 � 0:60 =

0:59 to be associated to considered classes. Since no other
neighborhood exists for JP and Pa, we have that this is also
the �nal value associated to the similarity between JP and
Pa.

In the same way the plausibility values associated to all other
entity pairs are computed; they are shown in the column
Col2 of Table 2.
Now, SD = �Syn(�

1(BSD)). Remember that:
�Syn(T ) = fhC1; C2; fC1C2i j hC1; C2; fC1C2i 2 T;

C1 2 ESF;C2 2 ECP; fC1C2 > thSyn(T )g
In this case thSyn(�

1(BSD)) = max(0:65 � 0:85; 0:50) =
0:55. Therefore:
SD = fhJudicial Person; Partner;0:59i;

hPayment;Payment; 0:63i;
hProject; P roject; 0:63ig.

An analogous reasoning leads to HD = ;.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed a semi-automatic tech-

nique which aims at extracting synonymies and homonymies
between object classes of heterogeneous, semi-structured in-
formation sources. In order to support the extraction task,

we have introduced a new conceptual model and a related
metrics for representing both object classes belonging to
semi-structured information sources and their semantic re-
lationships.

Presently, we are constructing a prototype implementing

the presented algorithms and we are applying our technique
to Italian Central Governmental O�ce information sources.
In the future we plan to extend the proposed method-

ology in various directions. In particular, we are working
for (i) the development of algorithms for deriving other in-
teresting interscheme properties, such as hyponymies, be-

tween object classes belonging to di�erent semi-structured
information sources; (ii) the de�nition of an integration al-
gorithm which exploits derived interscheme properties for
integrating semi-structured information sources.
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